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Birds are great survivors - having to overcome meteorological adversities and habitat changes. This 

year hurricane Irma provided another stern challenge. So how do they manage? 

We know that Swifts can sense changes in barometric pressure and will fly to get behind storms. 

Recently 50,000 Flamingos evacuated a Caribbean island before Irma struck and have now returned. 

Some species accept being ‘blown away’ and are able to find their way back. Others seek shelter in 

trees and shrubs where the wind speed is markedly reduced. As they roost their claws tighten 

helping them to hold on to the perch. 

In NE USA Whimbrel migration studies have fortuitously provided  information on their behaviour 

during storms. Fitted with electronic tags these birds were tracked being drawn into the centre of 

the hurricanes, where the air is calmer, and later emerging apparently unharmed. Radar showed 

mass movements of birds ahead of Irma but as this hurricane was 400 miles across it remains to be 

seen how successful they were in surviving. Previously radar had shown that small birds can survive 

by getting into the calmer air of the eye. This was observed during Irma. Endemic species on small 

islands are threatened with extinction if their habitat is wiped out. 

Oceanic birds drift around the periphery of storms scouring the waters for food whilst risking the 

dangers of wind pulses and mountainous seas. Some species get blown across oceans becoming 

vagrants to UK shores. Some are blown across continents, sometimes to inhospitable habitats with 

little suitable food or water. As with migration many of these birds will return to their ‘home’ 

territory; but may then find severe habitat destruction and adverse conditions.  

There is no way of determining how many birds die during severe weather. But higher breeding 

rates have been noted in the aftermath. Somehow birds overcome adversities. 
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